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Agenda

• Welcome/Introductions - AVAC

• Introduction to COVID-19 models - John Stover

• Teaser: “Build your skills to understand and use mathematical 
models” course – Nadia Carvalho

• Discussion: COVID-19 models & HIV – Katharine Kripke & John Stover

• Q&A



Introduction to COVID-19 
Mathematical Models
John Stover



COVID-19 models take 
the center stage



Purpose of models

• Forecast what might happen

How many people are likely to become infected?

• Project what could happen under certain conditions

When is the peak of new infections expected?

• Explain how something happened

When did the virus begin circulating in the US?



S-E-I-R Models of Infectious Diseases
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S-E-I-R Models of Infectious Diseases

Susceptible Exposed Infectious
Recovered

R0

Latency (4-6 days) Infectious (3 days)
2 weeks: mild
3-6 weeks: severe

R0

• Initial values may be assumed, based on data from Wuhan, or fitted to data on reported cases or deaths
• May vary by severity of infection
• Will be different by geographic location
• Will depend on contact rates. 
• Contact rates can vary by age, type of work, transportation pattens, day of week



S-E-I-R Models of Infectious Diseases
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SEIR Models

Model Characteristics

United States

Imperial College: UK/US Agent-based model with age 
disaggregation

Columbia University County estimates

Northeastern University US

University of Texas Major metropolitan areas 

MIT/Hartford HealthCare State level

International

Imperial College Detailed age disaggregation and 
contact matrix

Maher Model, Univ of Basel, 
CIVD-19 Scenarios

Aggregate model, easy-to-use web 
interface

London School of Hygiene and 
Tropical Medicine (CMMID)

Web application, social distancing

Country-specific models South Africa, Kenya, Malawi, India



Statistical Models
• Develop equations to relate indicators 

of interest directly to output indicators
• Deaths <- duration of epidemic, location, 

social distancing 

• Hospitalizations <- cumulative deaths

• IHME COVID-19 
• Regular updates, nice website, state level 

forecasts

• Early version based on data from Wuhan, 
Italy, Spain, King County (USA)
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Model Projections

New York Times
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2
020/04/22/upshot/coronavirus-
models.html

Different models will produce 
different forecasts based on:

• Model structure
• Data sources
• Modeling teams
• Model focus
• Projection assumptions

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/04/22/upshot/coronavirus-models.html


Build your skills to understand 
and use mathematical models
Nadia Carvalho



❑ 14 participants enrolled thus far
❑ Start mid-May
❑ 6 lessons
❑ Self-paced, pre-recorded videos, 

assignments to practice your skills, lots 
of resources!



Mathematical modeling is a powerful tool for health policy 

evaluation, decision-making, health planning, policy dialogue, 

and advocacy. 

• The insights gained from mathematical models can influence 

real world decisions. 

• Advocates can engage with modeling to communicate 

modeling results to their community, examine the data and 

assumptions used to inform modeling results, and support or 

reject policy decisions based on models.  



❑ Interview with AVAC’s Mitchell Warren: HIV Models & Advocacy

❑ Interview with Dr. Reuben Granich: Modeling that influenced 
treatment as prevention

❑ Interview with Dr. Emmanuel Njeuhmeli on VMMC modeling




